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Ligand-field atomic-multiplet calculations for arbitrary symmetry
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We have developed a calculational method for ligand-field multiplets. In our method the effect of the
perturbations surrounding the considered atom is described by a monoelectronic potential interacting with the
external electrons and the Hamiltonian is obtained by summing all the intra-atomic interactions and the
external perturbations at once. Our method does not require any assumptions regarding the hierarchy of
interaction terms and can treat any geometry, even in the absence of any nontrivial symmetry group. We have
applied this method to the case of nickel 2p edges in Ni-phthalocyanine and to study the experimental
absorption spectra and magnetic circular dichroic reflectivity of a thin Fe3O4 film.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ligand-field atomic-multiplet theory is a very succe
ful approach to the description of atomic transitions in loc
ized electronic systems and solids.1 This theory is able to
calculate with good experimental agreement the multip
structure of core-to-3d excitations in transition metals an
core-to-4f excitations in rare earths. The multiplet structu
is very sensitive to the atomic environment and strongly
pends on the electronic structure of the atom undergoing
transition. The availability of tunable high-resolution x-ra
sources allows one to resolve these structures and, in
way, to study the atomic environment by fitting the calc
lated spectra to the experiment.2 Moreover, the strongZ de-
pendence of core level energies makes this technique
ment selective and one can study separately the contribu
from different elements entering a given compound.

The ligand-field atomic model was first developed
Yamaguchiet al.3 and was more completely generalized
the works of Thole, van der Laan, and co-workers.4–6 Their
method is based on the choice of a given coupling, the
culation of the atomic states, and their projection on the b
of irreducible representations of the ligand-field symme
group. So far their calculation procedure has been wor
out for a limited set of crystal geometries, and in princip
can be applied to any geometry by use of the Butler’s po
group program.7

The procedure that we present in this paper8 is based on
the same essential physical assumptions as that of Thole
co-workers but does not use group theory and does no
quire any assumptions regarding the hierarchy of interac
terms. For this reason it is immediately applicable to a
geometry regardless of the ligand-field symmetry group.
discuss the theoretical basis of our method in the next
tion, in Sec. III we describe the numerical procedure, wh
in Sec. IV some numerical results are discussed in comp
son with experiments.
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~20!/13540~5!/$15.00
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II. THEORETICAL BASIS

We consider the Hamiltonian of an isolated atom cons
ing of intra-atomic interactions plus perturbation terms d
scribing the effect of the neighboring atoms. The contrib
tion of electrostatic interactions involving one or tw
electrons in external orbitals is reduced in order to simul
multiconfiguration and hybridization effects.9 This consists
in multiplying the core-valence and valence-valence Sla
integrals by a factor that is taken as a free parameter.
magnetic materials the local exchange field is described
an interaction term that is proportional to the projectionSz of
the spin along the magnetization axis.

The effect of the perturbing neighboring atoms and th
geometry is described by a monoelectronic potential ac
on the valence electrons. For an atom having an open ex
nal shell with angular momentl we describe this monoelec
tronic potential as a (23 l 11)3(23 l 11) matrix C, which
gives the matrix elements of the potential between the m
noelectronic levels of the shell. In the basis that diagonali
the angular momentum, this matrix is constructed as follo
For just one perturbing atom lying along the angular mom
quantization axisz we write C asCz :

Cz,~mza ,mzb!5H d for mza5mzb50

0 otherwise,
~1!

whered is a free parameter. The only nonzero element in
~1! is the one acting on themz50 levels. We assume that a
the other elements are zeroed by the centrifugal force
pushes the electron away from thez axis. This is the simples
assumption. One could eventually assume a more com
form for Cz allowing other diagonal elements to be nonze
To study the effect of the rotational symmetry breaking
duced by a nonspherical perturbing atom located along thz
axis, nonzero off-diagonal terms should be considered. In
examples reported in this paper we have always used
simple form of Eq.~1! which requires just one free param
eter.
13 540 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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In a more general case,n identical neighbors lie at the
same distance around the absorbing atom. The matrixC is
then constructed by similitude transforming the matrix of E
~1! for each neighbor to a system where it lies on thez axis,
and by summing over alln positions:

C5(
j

D jCzD j
21, ~2!

where Cz is the matrix of Eq.~1! and D j is the rotation
matrix that brings thej th atom onto thez axis. Equation~2!
can easily be generalized to the case where not all the ne
bors lie at the same distance. In this case, in order to avo
proliferation of free parameters, it is useful to introduce
scaling law with distance for the parameterd in Eq. ~1!.

III. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

Our code first calculates the orbitalscn,l self-consistently
with a spherical local-density approximation~LDA ! mono-
electronic potential. This potential depends on the lo
charge densityr(x) given by a sum over the electron orbi
als:

r~r !5(
j 51

Nel

ucnj ,l j
~r !u25(

n,l
ucn,l~r !u2f n,l , ~3!

Nel being the number of electrons andf n,l the occupation
number of the~n,l! shell. The potential is written~in atomic
units! as10

V~r !5MinS 2
Z

r
1Vr~r !2

0.916 33

1.5r s~r !
;2

Z2Nel11

r D ,

~4!

whereVr(r ) is the solution to the Poisson equation for t
charge densityr(r ), Z is the nuclear charge, andr s is

r s
21~r !5S 4pr~r !

3 D 1/3

. ~5!

The orbitalscn,l are given by the solutions of the nonrel
tivistic Schrödinger equation in the potentialV(r ).

Once a self-consistent set ofcn,l is found, we calculate al
the intra-atomic interactions. This means Slater integ
~with reduction for hybridization!, the kinetic part~the La-
placian of thecn,l functions!, and the spin-orbit interaction
The spin-orbit matrix element between two monoelectro
levelsa andb is calculated as

K nb ,l b ,mb ,sbUa2
uEna ,l a

~r !u

2r
SLUna ,l a ,ma ,saL , ~6!

where Ena ,l a
(r ) is the electric field given by the nuclea

charge and by a reduced electronic charge densityrna ,l a
(r )

obtained by removing one electron from the (na ,l a) shell in
Eq. ~3!:

r~r !na ,l a
5(

n,l
ucn,l~r !u2@ f n,l2d~n,na!d~ l ,l a!#. ~7!

The intra-atomic interaction and the perturbation poten
of Eq. ~2! are then used to compose the Hamiltonian mat
.

h-
a

l

ls

c

l
.

The Hamiltonian operates on a Fock space that is spanne
a basis of determinants. Both the basis and the Hamilton
are constructed automatically by the program. The diago
ization of the Hamiltonian gives the atomic multiplet stat
and their energy.

In the next section we show examples of calculated
sorption spectra. These spectra are calculated in the dip
approximation. These calculations involve the diagonali
tion of two Hamiltonians, one for the base configuration a
the other for the excited one, and finally the calculation
dipolar elements between the atomic states of the two c
figurations. Finite-temperature effects are taken into acco
by a Boltzmann average over the states of the base con
ration.

IV. APPLICATIONS AND COMPARISON TO
EXPERIMENTS

We discuss in this section the 2p→3d transitions in the
case of a nickel phthalocyanine molecule~NiPc! and of a
ferrimagnetic Fe3O4 thin layer. In the NiPc molecule, Ni is
surrounded by four nitrogen atoms in planar configurati
The perturbation matrixC of Eq. ~2! for the nickel 3d shell,
assuming the simplest form ofCz given by Eq.~1! and tak-
ing the quantization axisz perpendicular to thexy nitrogen
plane, is

C543d3S 3
8 0 0 0 3

8

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1
4 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

3
8 0 0 0 3

8

D . ~8!

FIG. 1. Calculated 2p→3d absorption spectra for Ni 3d8 in
Ni-phthalocyanine. Curves forE parallel ~lines! and perpendicular
~dots! to thexy nitrogen plane are reported for four different valu
of the parameterd. The calculations have been done applying
75% reduction of 3d-3d and 3d-2p Slater integrals.
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FIG. 2. Calculated absorption
and dichroism~circular and linear!
for Fe21 in octahedral sites. The
calculations are done with an 80%
reduction of 2p-3d and 3d-3d
Slater integrals, with a local ex
change field oriented along th
@100# axis, and considering three
values ofd. Betweend50.50 and
0.54 eV the system undergoes
high-spin to low-spin transition.
Absorption spectra are expresse
as the imaginary part of the opti
cal index.
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Figure 1 shows the calculated nickel 2p→3d absorption
spectra for linearly polarized x rays: curves forE parallel
~lines! and perpendicular~dots! to thexy nitrogen plane are
reported, for four different values of the parameterd. Values
of d range from 0 eV at the bottom of the figure to 1.4 eV
the top. The calculations have been done assuming a n
3d8 electronic configuration and applying a 75% reducti
to 3d-3d and 3d-2p Slater integrals. Atd50 the system is
spherically symmetric and the two orientations of the pol
ization vectorE give equivalent results. As soon as the p
turbation is switched on, the absorption becomes polariza
dependent. Whend increases from 1 to 1.41 eV, the syste
undergoes a high-spin to low-spin transition, related to
nitrogen atoms pushing the nickel 3d electrons away from
the plane. When the perturbation is strong enough, the
holes of Ni 3d8 are both in thexy plane, on the samedx22y2

orbital. In this case the absorption is zero whenE is along the
z axis, since the transitions from a 2p ~2px , 2py , or 2pz!
level to a 3dx22y2 hole are forbidden for thez component of
the dipolar interaction. The multiplet structure and the pol
ization dependence shown in Fig. 1 atd51.41 eV fit well the
experimental observations reported in the literature for
compound.11

The ferrimagnetic Fe3O4 system presents three distinct F
sites, of octahedral and tetrahedral symmetry. The tetrahe
site is occupied by Fe31 ions while half of the octahedra
sites are occupied by Fe31 and the other half by Fe21 ions.
The octahedral sites are surrounded by six neighbors wh
contributions toC of Eq. ~2! sum up to

COh
563dOh

3S 1
4 0 0 0 1

4

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1
2 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

1
4 0 0 0 1

4

D , ~9!

while for the tetrahedral sites
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543dTd

3S 1
6 0 0 0 21

6

0 1
3 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1
3 0

21
6 0 0 0 1

6

D . ~10!

The perturbation splits the degenerate 3d orbitals into two
energy levels separated by 3dOh

and 4
3 dTd

for octahedral and
tetrahedral symmetry, respectively. In the literature this sp
ting is expressed by the symbol 10Dq.1

The absorption at the Fe 2p→3d resonance is the sum o
the contributions from the octahedral Fe21 site, the tetrahe-
dral Fe31 site, and the octahedral Fe31 site. Each calculated
contribution is a function of the Slater integral reduction fa
tors, of the perturbing field strengthd, and of the local ex-
change field. Figure 2, for example, illustrates the dep
dence ondOh

of the contribution from the octahedral Fe21

site. The calculations are done with an 80% reduction
2p-3d and 3d-3d Slater integrals, with a local exchang
field oriented along the@100# axis, and considering thre
values ofdOh

. The Boltzmann average is performed at roo

temperature. The isotropic spectrum is given byI 11I 0
1I 21 , whereI 0 is the absorption for light linearly polarize
parallel to the quantization axis andI 61 refer to circular
polarization parallel or antiparallel to the quantization ax
The linear and circular dichroism spectra are given byI 1
22I 01I 21 and I 12I 21 , respectively. The absorption an
dichroism are sensitive to variation ofdOh

. At dOh

50.23 eV and atdOh
50.50 eV, the octahedral Fe21 site dis-

plays both linear and circular dichroism, the former bei
one order of magnitude smaller than the latter. Betwe
dOh

50.50 eV anddOh
50.54 eV the system undergoes

high-spin to low-spin transition and dichroism becomes v
ishingly small.
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We will now discuss the comparison between our cal
lations and experimental results for the Fe3O4 thin film, with
reference to recent work by Kuiperet al.2 on Fe 2p absorp-
tion and dichroism in this same compound. The experime
absorption in Fig. 3~a! refers to an 80-Å-thick Fe3O4~111!
film epitaxially grown on alumina.13 Data were collected a
room temperature with the linear polarization vector of t
light along the@01̄1# direction and the magnetic polarizatio
along the@ 2̄11# axis. Previous work12 has suggested that th
arrangement of Fe31 and Fe21 octahedral sites in the Fe3O4
crystal may vary from an ordered charge configuration
disordered across the Verwey insulator/metal transition
about 121 K. According to this picture, our measuremen
taken at room temperature, were done on the disorde
phase of the system. The existence of a long-range ch
order is not considered in our model calculations, where
assume that the octahedral site ions have well-defined
lence ~either 12 or 13! regardless of the electron hoppin
between Fe21 and Fe31. The total spectrum is then obtaine
by summing the contributions from the three Fe sites
ported in Figs. 3~b!–3~d!. All calculated spectra are ex
pressed as the imaginary part of the optical index, i.e., o
dimensionless absolute scale, and the experimental curve
been multiplied by an arbitrary scaling factor. The chemi
shifts between the three contributions have been chosen
the experimental absorption of Fig. 3~a! and the magnetic
circular dichroism in the resonant reflectivity of Fig. 4~a!.
We have found the best agreement when theL3 peak of FeTd

31

lies 1.05 eV above the FeOh

21 L3 peak and 0.6 eV below the

FeOh

31 one. These chemical shifts are very close to th

found by Kuiperet al.2

The Slater integral reductions for 2p-3d and 3d-3d in-
teractions were taken equal to 80% and 70% respectively

FIG. 3. 2p→3d absorption spectra of Fe3O4. ~a! Comparison
between the result of our model calculation and the experime
curve; ~b!–~d! site-resolved contributions to the total absorpti
spectrum of Fe3O4.
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in Ref. 2. The parameterd has been fixed to 0.45 eV for th
tetrahedral site~equivalent to the value 10Dq520.6 eV
chosen by Kuiperet al.! and to 0.5 eV for the octahedral site
This latter value corresponds to 10Dq51.5 eV, which is
slightly lower than the value 1.6 eV reported in Ref. 2. O
choice of a lowerd for the octahedral sites is necessary
obtain the right magnetic properties of Fe3O4, whose tetra-
hedral sites are spin up and whose octahedral sites are
down.14 In fact, for a 70% reduction of 3d-3d Slater inte-
grals, our calculation gives a high-spin to low-spin transiti
for the ground state of the Fe21 in octahedral sites betwee
10Dq51.5 eV and 10Dq51.6 eV, and no magnetic contri
bution from this site for 10Dq51.6 eV ~see Fig. 2!. Using
10Dq51.6 eV we would get a slightly better agreement, e
pecially for the shape and position of theL2 peak, but wrong
magnetic properties.

Figure 4~a! compares the experimental and calculat
magnetic reflectivity for circularly polarized photons inc
dent at 3° grazing angle on the~111! surface, with the scat-
tering plane perpendicular to@01̄1# and magnetic field ori-
ented as6@ 2̄11#. The magnetic signal is expressed as
asymmetry ratio, i.e., the difference between spectra
tained for opposite magnetization directions divided by th
sum. The reflectivity calculation has been done by Krame
Kronig-transforming the calculated absorption to obtain
dielectric tensor and then by solving Maxwell’s equations15

The shoulder at energies lower than 705 eV is dominated
the real part of the index. This shoulder is smooth beca
the 2p-to-3d transition has no oscillator strength in this r
gion. The sharp peaks around 707 eV are the effect of
strong variation of the dichroism spectrum at these ener
@see Fig. 4~b!#. The strong asymmetry around 720 eV is d
to the reflectivity minimum located before theL2 peak.

Although the calculation parameters have been chose

al

FIG. 4. ~a! Experimental and calculated magnetic asymme
ratio in the resonant reflectivity of circularly polarized photons~see
text!; ~b! calculated magnetic circular dichroism at the 2p absorp-
tion edge.
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13 544 PRB 61ALESSANDRO MIRONE, MAURIZIO SACCHI, AND SUSANA GOTA
fit the asymmetry curve of Fig. 4~a! and the linear polariza
tion absorption spectra of Fig. 3~a!, the calculated magneti
circular dichroism~MCD! spectrum of Fig. 4~b! is quite
similar to the results by Kuiperet al., obtained by directly
fitting the MCD spectrum. The agreement with experimen
Figs. 3~a! and 4~a! is quite satisfactory and comparable to t
results reported in previous studies using other ligand-fi
calculational methods.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the results of a calculational met
that we have developed for the analysis of ligand-fi
atomic multiplets, with applications in the field of spectr
scopic studies of localized electron systems.8 Our method,
based on the same physical assumptions adopted in pre
works by other authors,3–6 considers all the interactions a
once, without any additional assumption regarding the h
archy of perturbation terms, and can treat any geometr
arrangement. For these reasons it can be easily applied to
geometry of the local environment, including magnetic
dering, regardless of the specific ligand-field symme
group. Compared to the methods that apply symmetry c
ditions and consider a hierarchy between interactions ter
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our approach involves the diagonalization of larger matri
and requires additional computing resources, an aspect
can be dealt with on modern computers.

We have tested our method by calculating the 2p→3d
transitions of Ni21 for the local environment of the NiPc
molecule, including linear polarization dependence. We h
also determined the Fe 2p absorption spectra and the ma
netic circular dichroism in the reflectivity from a thin Fe3O4
film, a compound where the coexistence of three distinct
sites makes the calculation more complex. In both cases
obtain good agreement with the experimental results,
terms of absorption line shapes and polarization depende
In the case of Fe3O4, we have also compared our results
those of previous calculations by Kuiperet al.,2 obtaining a
generally good agreement with only slight discrepancies
the refinement of certain crystal-field parameters.
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